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KEY POINTS

� Continuous glucose monitoring systems have proved to be accurate in small animal
patients for monitoring sick/hospitalized and long-term stable diabetic patients.

� The most important advantage of continuous glucose monitoring over intermittent blood
glucose measurements is that it facilitates detection of brief periods of hypoglycemia and
provides information overnight. A greater number of data points are obtained over a longer
time frame allowing for identification of asymptomatic hypoglycemia and Somogyi
phenomena that may be missed with traditional monitoring. Monitoring overnight aids in
the identification of nocturnal hypoglycemia.

� Other advantages include that it is less time consuming for staff compared with traditional
monitoring; reduces patient stress and stress-related hyperglycemia; reduces the
frequency of venipuncture and duration of indwelling catheterization; and affords the
ability to make adjustments to treatment plans that may not be indicated based on tradi-
tional glucose monitoring methods.

� Disadvantages include the initial cost associated with purchasing a system; limited
recording range of 40 to 400 mg/dL (2.2–22.2 mmol/L) for the MiniMed Gold, Guardian
Real-Time, i-Pro, Seven Plus, and FreeStyle Navigator, and 20 to 600 mg/dL (1.1–33.3
mmol/L) for the GlucoDay; difficulty initializing and calibrating when glucose values are
outside the recording range; limited wireless range for the Guardian Real-Time of only
1.5 m; lack of accuracy in dehydrated, hypovolemic, or shock patients; and lag time
that may be seen between changes in plasma and interstitial glucose.
INTRODUCTION

Continuous glucose monitoring systems were initially developed for human use as an
alternative to traditional blood glucose monitoring methods. Their primary use has
been in the monitoring of hospitalized patients, both diabetic and nondiabetic, and
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in self-monitoring of blood glucose. The goals of their use in hospitalized patients are
to identify and promptly resolve hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia, which could affect
morbidity and mortality, and reduce the need for frequent blood sampling. The goals
of their use in self-monitoring of blood glucose are to improve glycemic control,
prevent hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia, and thus delay the onset of diabetic
complications and improve quality of life. Similar benefits can be achieved in veteri-
nary patients. The use of continuous glucose monitoring systems in veterinary medi-
cine is fairly new, but its use has increased over the past 10 years, with improved
technology and veterinarian experience.
Several systems are available for human diabetic patients and some have been

used in veterinary patients. These monitors differ in the method used to measure
glucose and in various other features that are reviewed later in this article.
PATIENT GROUPS THAT BENEFIT FROM CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING
Critical Care (Sick/Hospitalized Diabetic and Nondiabetic Patients): Usefulness

Diabetic cats and dogs are often hospitalized for treatment of illness both unrelated to,
and as a complication of, their diabetes. Although the incidence of diabetic ketoacido-
sis in veterinary patients is unknown, it is recognized as a common life-threatening
endocrine disorder in both cats and dogs1–4; 1 study found that 62%of catswith ketoa-
cidosis were newly diagnosed diabetics.1 Any concurrent illness in diabetic patients
that causes inappetence, anorexia, or vomiting is rapidly complicated by dehydration,
depression, and ketosis. Most diabetic cats that present with diabetic ketoacidosis
have at least 1 concurrent disease; liver disease and pancreatitis are the most
common.1 In cats, diabetes mellitus is more commonly a sequela of pancreatitis rather
than a risk factor for its development. An evaluation of pancreatitis in cats revealed that
only 3% of cats with acute pancreatitis and 15% of cats with chronic pancreatitis had
concurrent diabetes mellitus.5 This is in contrast to dogs in which diabetes is usually
classified as a preexisting condition.3,6–8 Studies report concurrent pancreatitis in
13% to 36% of diabetic dogs6–8 and in up to 52% of dogs with diabetic ketoacidosis.3

Hospitalized diabetics, regardless of the reason for hospitalization, still require
insulin therapy. These patients are ideally treated with either a constant rate infu-
sion9–11 or intermittent intramuscular injections of short-acting insulin.12 These inten-
sive insulin treatments require close monitoring to ensure appropriate control of
hyperglycemia and ketosis, while preventing complications caused by overly rapid
correction of hyperglycemia, such as cerebral edema2,13,14 or insulin-induced hypo-
glycemia. Such is also the case for nondiabetic patients at risk for altered glucose
homeostasis, which includes critical care patients with a variety of conditions15

including trauma, sepsis, the systemic inflammatory response syndrome,16–18 porto-
systemic shunt,19,20 insulinoma,21 and liver failure,22 as well as pediatric patients.
In human intensive care units, hyperglycemia occurs in up to 90% of all critically ill

patients and is associated with increasedmorbidity andmortality.23–26 The prevalence
of hyperglycemia in critically ill nondiabetic cats has not been reported, although in
dogs it is less frequent than reported for humans; in 1 study, only 16% of 245 nondi-
abetic dogs were hyperglycemic.27 Whether the development of hyperglycemia in crit-
ically ill nondiabetic cats and dogs affects survival has yet to be determined. A
retrospective evaluation of cats and dogs with head trauma failed to show any corre-
lation between severity of hyperglycemia and survival,28 although a more recent
prospective study on dogs with a variety of critical illnesses did identify a significant
association between the severity of hyperglycemia and length of hospital stay and
survival.27
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Continuous glucose monitoring and intensive glycemic control in critically ill human
patients
Resulting from the high incidence of hyperglycemia and its association with increased
morbidity and mortality, intensive protocols to maintain euglycemia have been inves-
tigated. The target and optimal method for achieving glucose control in the critical
care setting are highly debated. In critically ill humans, one of the earliest studies to
evaluate intensive insulin therapy with a goal of maintaining euglycemia (mean blood
glucose level between 80 and 110 mg/dL; 4.4 and 6.1 mmol/L), showed a reduction in
morbidity and mortality. The overall mortality rate dropped by 42%, with a decrease
during hospitalization from 8.0% in the control group to 4.6% in the intensive insulin
therapy group.29 In addition, rates of infection, acute renal failure, transfusions, poly-
neuropathy, and mechanical ventilation were reduced.29 Along with attaining euglyce-
mia, reducing fluctuations and variability in glucose levels is significantly associated
with decreased morbidity and mortality in humans.30–32 Findings in subsequent
studies on humans have been variable, with many showing a similar reduction in
morbidity and mortality.23,25,26,33

Complicating the widespread acceptance of intensive insulin therapy in humans,
several large prospective studies show either no benefit or even an increase in
mortality for some patient groups. The largest such clinical trial, NICE-SUGAR, evalu-
ated intensive insulin therapy in 6104 critically ill patients, and identified an increased
mortality rate when the target blood glucose level wasmaintained between 81 and 108
mg/dL (4.5–6.0 mmol/L) compared with a less intensive protocol with a target blood
glucose level of less than 180 mg/dL (10 mmol/L).34 A follow-up meta-analysis
concluded that intensive insulin protocols confer no benefit on mortality rates, but
may still be useful in certain patient subsets, and may reduce the risk of end organ
damage.35 The most serious concern with intensive insulin therapy has been an
increased risk of severe hypoglycemia.25,33,35 In support of these findings, 2 large
European clinical trials required early termination because of increased rates of severe
hypoglycemia.36,37 Hypoglycemia seems to be an important contributing factor in the
increased mortality rates seen in intensive care patients, primarily those treated with
intensive insulin therapy.38,39 Despite these concerns, both the American Diabetes
Association and the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists recommend
the use of intensive insulin protocols in the critical care setting, although with
a more conservative target of 140 to 180 mg/dL (7.8–10 mmol/L).40,41

Conventional glucose monitoring requires the use of a point-of-care glucose meter
and either frequent repeated venipuncture, capillary blood sampling, or placement of
indwelling intravenous sampling catheters.14 An important limitation of this technique
is that it only allows for spot glucose determinations at a set interval, for example,
every 2 to 4 hours, which limits the amount of information available on which to
base treatment decisions and increases the workload on nursing staff and clinicians.
It may also be a contributing factor to the frequency of severe hypoglycemia seen in
patients treated with intensive insulin therapy, and directly affect morbidity and
mortality rates.
The lack of improvement in morbidity andmortality seen with intensive insulin proto-

cols may be partially due to the use of conventional glucose monitoring, as euglycemia
may not actually be achieved. Using continuous glucose monitoring, investigators
found that patients treated with intensive insulin therapy based on intermittent glucose
monitoring achieved target blood glucose concentrations only 22% of the time.42

The use of a continuous glucosemonitoring systemwould theoretically be a valuable
tool in intensive insulin treatment of diabetic and nondiabetic feline patients in a critical
care setting. Numerous studies on human patients have evaluated the ability of
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continuous glucose monitoring systems to maintain euglycemia, limit glucose vari-
ability, and reduce the risk of severe hypoglycemia. For the most part, these studies
have failed to show an improvement in glycemic control in the human intensive care
setting.26,43,44 However, the investigators of one particular study do note that treat-
ment decisions were based on the actual blood glucose value rather than the trends;
the ability to follow trends is a major advantage of continuous glucose monitoring.44

Despite inconsistency in reducingmortality rates, continuous glucosemonitoring has
proved useful in reducing the risk of severe hypoglycemia in critical care patients. Use of
theGuardian Real-Time (Medtronic, Northridge, CA) continuousmonitoring systemwith
intensive insulin protocols hasbeen shown to reduce the rate andabsolute risk of severe
hypoglycemia in humanpatients.26,43 TheMiniMedGold (Medtronic, NorthridgeCA) has
also proved beneficial in monitoring human patients with insulinoma, documenting
frequent severe hypoglycemia, of which patients were often unaware, and documenting
response to treatment with diazoxide and cure following surgical excision.45

Continuous glucose monitoring and intensive glycemic control in feline patients
Additional large prospective studies on feline patients are necessary to first determine
whether hyperglycemia affects clinical outcome in critically ill patients, and second
whether intensive insulin therapy to maintain euglycemia is beneficial. Lacking this
information, intensive insulin therapy is not a consensus recommendation in critically
ill cats, with the exception of diabetic ketoacidosis where maintaining euglycemia is
necessary for resolution of the ketoacidotic state.
Similar to the theoretic and documented benefits in critically ill humans, continuous

glucose monitoring systems are likely to have similar usefulness for sick diabetic and
nondiabetic cats. Their use offers several advantages over conventional blood glucose
monitoring. First, the frequency of venipuncture and associated patient stress, which
can have negative consequences on glycemic status, is reduced.46,47 The need for
blood collection is not eliminated completely, as the monitoring system must be cali-
brated 2 to 3 times per day; however, this allows for substantially fewer blood samples
than the 10 to 12 required with conventional blood glucose monitoring. In addition,
blood for calibration can be collected from the ear or paw pad, eliminating the need
for venipuncture.48 A practical approach is to calibrate at the same time as other sched-
uled blood testing such asmonitoring of serum electrolyte concentrations. Second, the
need for indwelling catheters or the duration of time that they are left in place may be
reduced, which in turn may reduce the risk of phlebitis/catheter site infection.49–51

Third, glucose levels can be monitored continuously during treatment with insulin,
leading to more targeted titration of insulin therapy, more rapid resolution of ketosis
and clinical signs, shorter hospital stays, and a reduced risk of hypoglycemia.
To date, only the MiniMed Gold has been evaluated in sick diabetic veterinary

patients. This system provides clinically accurate glucose concentrations in ketoaci-
dotic dogs, buts its use is limited as glucose measurements are only available retro-
spectively.52 In the critical care setting, a system with a real-time display is required
as frequent adjustments to the insulin dose, fluid therapy, and glucose therapy are
necessary. Although not clinically evaluated, in the authors’ experience the Guardian
Real-Time continuous glucose monitoring system is useful in sick diabetic cats
(Fig. 1). Glucose measurements are available in real time allowing clinicians to contin-
uously monitor glucose fluctuations in their patients at the cage side. As the device
samples interstitial fluid, it is possible that it might not function as well in severely dehy-
drated patients. Therefore, this system should not be relied on until after initial fluid
resuscitation. A practical approach is to attach the system after initial rehydration of
the animal at the same time that short-acting insulin therapy is started.



Fig. 1. TheGuardianReal-Timecontinuousglucosemonitoring systemused ina sickdiabetic cat
(diabetic ketoacidosis). Note the monitoring device attached to the cage receiving data wire-
lessly from a transmitter attached to the cat’s back. This reduces the amount of material that
must be directly connected to the cat, which would theoretically increase patient tolerance.
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The usefulness of these systems for monitoring blood glucose concentration in crit-
ically ill nondiabetic veterinary patients has not yet been evaluated. Further study is
required to determine whether the use of continuous glucose monitoring systems
improves glycemic control and whether the benefits observed in human critical care
can be realized in critically ill veterinary patients.

Critical Care (Sick/Hospitalized Diabetic and Nondiabetic Feline Patients): Accuracy

Accuracy is critical if these systems are to replace traditional assessment methods.
Accuracy has been evaluated only once in veterinary patients. The MiniMed Gold was
shown to have acceptable accuracy in feline and canine patients with diabetic ketoaci-
dosis.52 Correlation and agreement between values obtained from the continuous
glucose monitoring system and those obtained using a portable glucose meter cali-
brated for humanusewere adequate (r50.86); the frequencyof calibration hadnoeffect
on accuracy.52 Consensus error grid analysis revealed that greater than 98% of the
paired data points were in either zone A (no effect on the clinical decision made), or
zone B (altered clinical decision unlikely to affect outcome). Less than 2% of the
measurements were in zone C (altered clinical decision likely to affect outcome), and
there were none in zone D or E (altered clinical decision posing a significant medical
risk or having dangerous consequences).52 The median average percent difference
revealedgoodaccuracy inbothdogs (9%)andcats (10%); themedianpercentagediffer-
ence never exceeded 22.6%.52 Glucose estimates obtained at calibration times were
included in this analysis, and calibration directly influences the glucose estimate by
increasing the accuracy at those times. However, the results are clinically relevant as
the standard calibration protocol for the device was followed. There was no difference
in average percent difference when calibrated every 8 hours versus 12 hours.52 Signifi-
cant variability between patients was noted; estimates provided by continuous glucose
monitoring systemswere more accurate in some patients than others. No cause for this
variation was identified, because there was no association with severity of ketosis,
lactate, or rectal temperature, and only a weak association with hydration status.52

Long-Term Monitoring in Stable Feline Diabetic Patients: Usefulness

Diabetic feline patients are not likely to wear a continuous monitor long term on a day-
to-day basis; however, these systems are useful for monitoring glucose in hospitalized
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cats and dogs,53–57 and may also replace repeated blood glucose concentration
testing when used intermittently in the home setting.58–60 They can be used during
the initial adjustment phase of treatment to achieve stable control, and periodically
thereafter to monitor that control, or to assess patients who have become uncon-
trolled. They are particularly useful to identify inadequate duration of insulin action,
and preceding hypoglycemia as a cause for hyperglycemia.
Glycemic control is critical to abate clinical signs, maintain quality of life, and

prevent complications. Effective management can decrease the amount of time
patients spend with unregulated diabetes, resulting in improved health and quality
of life, and reduced long-term costs. In addition, several studies have identified that
improved and earlier glycemic control leads to higher rates of diabetic remission in
cats.61,62 This has been achieved with dietary therapy (low carbohydrate/high protein
diet) and treatment with longer-acting insulin analogues such as protamine zinc
insulin, glargine, or detemir.61–64 Intensive protocols with either 3 consecutive days
of blood glucose concentration monitoring in hospital, followed by weekly blood
glucose curves in hospital or at home,64 or daily home monitoring of blood glucose
concentration have also been advocated.61,62 These protocols have been evaluated
in cats, and aim to ensure an appropriate starting dose and early glycemic control.
Thus, higher rates of diabetic remission may be achieved compared with standard
protocols; remission has been achieved in some cats previously treated for more
than 6 months, albeit at lower rates than cats intensively treated earlier on.61,62,64

When blood glucose concentration is closely monitored, it is expected that episodes
of insulin-induced hypoglycemia can be identified earlier before clinical signs ensue,
and the insulin dose adjusted appropriately.
Although intensive adjustment of insulin dosemaybe beneficial in achieving tight gly-

cemic control and increasing the probability of diabetic remission in cats, it also can
increase the risk of hypoglycemia, which can lead to irreversible brain damage,
coma, and even death. Humans with both type 1 and 2 diabetes undergoing intensive
at-home insulin therapy have a higher incidence of severe hypoglycemia compared
with patients treated conventionally.65 The prevalence of insulin-treated human
patients experiencing a severe hypoglycemic event ranges from 1.5% to 7.3% annu-
ally; higher rates were seen in patients treated with intensive insulin therapy, 7.3%
and 2.1%, versus 1.5% in patients with standard monitoring.66,67 The incidence of
mild asymptomatic hypoglycemia is even higher; 24% to 60% in 1 study. Some esti-
mates indicate that many diabetics have mild hypoglycemia (<50–60 mg/dL; <2.7–
3.3 mmol/L) up to 10% of the time.68,69

Asymptomatic nocturnal hypoglycemia is particularly common, especially in those
human patients with overall good glycemic control.70–72 A similar situation is seen in dia-
betic cats. In a study evaluating homemonitoring of blood glucose in diabetic cats, 1/26
cats died of severe hypoglycemia.48 Using the intensive protocols with either detemir or
glargine insulin, asymptomatic hypoglycemia was common; nearly 12% and 10%,
respectively, of all blood glucose concentration curves obtained had nadir values of
less than 50 mg/dL (2.8 mmol/L).61,62 Despite the high incidence of biochemical hypo-
glycemia, clinical hypoglycemia was seen only once for each insulin type, although
episodes may have been under-reported. Both episodes were classified as mild with
only restlessness and trembling seen.61,62 Identifying hypoglycemia in insulin-treated
diabetics, even when asymptomatic, is important for informing dose adjustments. If
not addressed with appropriate dose adjustments, hypoglycemia may effect patient
quality of life and if left untreated, could progress to fatal clinical hypoglycemia.
Insulin-induced hypoglycemic episodes can be short in duration, and easily missed

with traditional in-hospital or home monitoring of serial blood glucose concentrations.
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This is especially true for nocturnal hypoglycemia, as most hospitals do not have the
facilities or staffing to perform overnight glucose monitoring, and most owners are
unlikely to perform this task at home. In addition, hypoglycemia and the resultant
Somogyi phenomenon can lead to persistent hyperglycemia during the subsequent 2
to 3 days due to counter-regulatory hormone production (Figs. 2 and 3).70

The most important advantage of continuous monitoring over intermittent blood
glucose measurements is that it facilitates detection of brief periods of hypoglycemia
and provides information overnight. Data can be recorded for multiple days, either in
a clinic or at home. When used to monitor glycemia for a longer period, including over-
night, there is evidence that a greater number of hypoglycemic events are detected.60

When the GlucoDay (Menarini Diagnostics, Berkshire, United Kingdom) system was
evaluated in the home environment in 10 diabetic dogs, investigators identified the
Somogyi phenomenon, nocturnal hypoglycemia, and a brief episode of hypoglycemia
in 3 of the 10 dogs.60 In each instance, it is unlikely that traditional daytime blood
glucose monitoring would have identified them, and erroneous treatment recommen-
dations could have resulted.
The same situation occurred in diabetic cats when standard blood glucose concen-

tration curves in the clinic were compared with curves obtained with continuous moni-
toring.57 The investigators were blinded and made insulin dose recommendations
based on these paired curves; this led to different dose recommendations between
the 2 methodologies 30% of the time (19/63 treatment recommendations). The nadir
obtained with continuous glucose monitoring was lower than that obtained with the
standard curve 81% of the time. Based on these findings, the investigators concluded
that the benefit was primarily in their ability to provide a more complete glucose profile
and the detection of nadirs not identified with standard curves.57

Therefore, continuous glucose monitoring is valuable for determining the cause of
hyperglycemia, and whether the most appropriate response is to increase or decrease
the insulin dose or change to a longer-acting insulin.
To date, systems with or without a real-time data display have been evaluated

primarily in the hospital setting to replace standard blood glucose concentration
curves.53–55,58 The readings are typically reviewed at the end of the sampling period
and clinical recommendations made. Both wireless55 and wired recording
Fig. 2. Twenty-four hour continuous glucose concentration curve obtained using the
Guardian Real-Time monitoring system in a diabetic dog. In this instance, use of continuous
glucose monitoring identified the Somogyi phenomenon, with a blood glucose concentra-
tion less than the lower detection limit of the monitor (<40 mg/dL; 2.2 mmol/L) at 03:00 AM

as shown by the flat line. This is an example of nocturnal hypoglycemia with a subsequent
rapid increase in blood glucose within minutes that is sustained for the remainder of the
tracing (minimum 20 hours).



Fig. 3. Consecutive 24-hour tracings obtained using the Guardian Real-Time monitoring
system in a diabetic cat. In this instance, use of continuous monitoring allowed for detection
of nocturnal hypoglycemia, blood glucose <60 mg/dL (3.3 mmol/L) at around 00:00 AM and
continuing until 03:00 AM.
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devices53,54,58 are reliable, but the wireless devices tend to be more convenient in the
hospital setting as the monitor can be positioned outside the kennel (Fig. 4). In the
home setting, even if a wireless device is used, it still requires attachment to the
patient, because there is a maximum transmitting distance from the sensor to the
monitor. The device can be attached using bandaging or garments with secured
pockets, similar to those used with cardiac monitoring (Holter and event monitoring).
Fig. 4. Example of the Guardian Real-Time continuous glucose monitoring system monitor
placed outside the patient’s cage for real-time monitoring of blood glucose concentrations.
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These garments are commonly used in large breed dogs for cardiovascular moni-
toring, and recent studies show they are well tolerated in cats.73–75 Devices designed
to record data, such as the i-Pro (Medtronic, Northridge CA), rather than transmit in
real-time to a monitor would be ideal in a home setting because they are smaller
and the need for extensive bandaging or garments is reduced.
Although glucose monitoring systems are a reliable alternative to conventional

daytime serial blood glucose concentration monitoring57 and are well tolerated by
patients, the question arises as to whether they provide benefits over conventional
monitoring that would justify the additional cost. In human diabetics receiving at
home intensive insulin therapy, the introduction of long-term continuous glucose
monitoring has reduced the incidence of hyperglycemia without increasing the risk
of hypoglycemia,76,77 and diabetic cats may get the same benefit.

Long-Term Monitoring in Stable Diabetic Patients: Accuracy

Continuous glucose monitoring systems rely on interstitial fluid glucose concentra-
tions, therefore their ability to accurately predict blood glucose concentrations is crit-
ical; this was first evaluated using the MiniMed Gold on diabetic dogs with poor
glycemic control.53 Ten dogs were hospitalized for a minimum of 30 hours and
received food and insulin treatment according to their usual routine. Standard blood
glucose curves using a portable glucose meter calibrated for human use with samples
collected every 1 to 3 hours were compared with the results of continuous monitoring,
resulting in 428 hours of data and 183 paired glucose measurements. Data were
similar with good correlation (r 5 0.81); however, the blood glucose concentrations
obtained with continuous glucose monitoring were statistically lower, an effect that
was most pronounced during periods of hyperglycemia and 1 to 2 hours postpran-
dially.53 Because portable glucose meters calibrated for human use tend to give lower
results than those calibrated for veterinary use or laboratory methods, it is likely that
the discrepancy is greater than was reported.
For optimal accuracy, it is recommended that the correlation coefficient for

compared measurements be a minimum of 0.79.78 Subsequent studies on the accu-
racy of the MiniMed Gold have achieved better correlations than earlier studies, more
consistent with those seen in humans using the same system.79,80 Assessment in
a population of diabetic and healthy animals gave correlations of r 5 0.997 (dogs;
n 5 7) and 0.974 (cats; n 5 5),58 and evaluation in 16 diabetic cats identified similarly
high correlation (r 5 0.932) between blood and interstitial fluid measurements.54

Excluding the blood glucose measurements used to calibrate the sensor, which are
expected to be more accurate as a result of a direct effect on sensor readings, corre-
lation was still adequate at r 5 0.862.54

The MiniMed Gold has a working range of only 40 to 400 mg/dL (2.2–22.2 mmol/L).
When evaluated in 14 cats, 16 blood glucose traces were obtained, with 7/16 affected
by the limited recording range. Prolonged hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia were
seen in 2/16 and 3/16 traces, respectively, and both hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia
in 1/16, during which actual glucose concentrations were not measured. In addition, 1
cat initially had a blood glucose concentration of 282 mg/dL (15.7 mmol/L), but this
increased and remained greater than 400 mg/dL (22.2 mmol/L) with the result that
the device could not be calibrated and no trace was generated.54

Diabetic Patients Undergoing Surgery or Anesthesia: Usefulness

Anesthetizedpatients at risk for hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia are generallymonitored
using point-of-care glucosemeters. As in other clinical settings, use of intermittent read-
ings may result in failure to detect clinically significant changes in glycemic status.
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Although 1 study has shown that the Guardian Real-Time provides inaccurately low
glucose readings in anesthetized veterinary patients,81 other devices may still prove
useful in this situation. Even the Guardian Real-Time may be useful for monitoring
impending hypoglycemia. This device tends to underestimate the blood glucose
concentration, so values that are within the normal range would not require verifica-
tion, reducing the frequency of venipuncture. Values in the hypoglycemic range would
need to be confirmed by measuring the blood glucose concentration, but being more
conservative, may provide an earlier warning of impending hypoglycemia than
conventional monitoring.

Diabetic Patients Undergoing Surgery/Anesthesia: Accuracy

The accuracy of the Guardian Real-Time in anesthetized human pediatric patients is
acceptable. This was shown in children undergoing cardiac surgery with 99.6% of
paired values falling within zones A or B in the consensus error grid analysis, indicating
no alteration in clinical action, and a mean difference of only 17.6%.82 In addition, no
negative effect was seen with hypothermia, inotrope use, or subcutaneous edema.82

Similar results were seen in a second study on humans, with a mean difference of 13%
and all paired values falling within zones A or B.83

To date, only 1 veterinary study has evaluated the accuracy of continuous glucose
monitoring in anesthetized patients, comparing the Guardian Real-Time with the
ISTAT portable chemistry analyzer (Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL).81 In contrast
to the confirmed accuracy in human patients under anesthesia, the same result was
not obtained in dogs. Of 126 paired data points from 10 nondiabetic dogs under
general anesthesia for routine abdominal surgery, acceptable agreement (<21%
difference) was seen in only 57% of samples.81 The Guardian Real-Time consistently
recorded values lower than the blood glucose concentration for all discordant data
points. In addition, hypoglycemia, blood glucose level less than 60 mg/dL (3.3
mmol/L), was recorded in 25/126 paired samples, whereas the portable chemistry
analyzer recorded hypoglycemia in only 1 of these.81
GLUCOSE METER TECHNOLOGY
Laboratory Glucose Monitoring

Traditionally, glucose is measured as part of the routine biochemistry panel, using
either in-house or reference laboratory analyzers. In the management of diabetics,
serial measurements of blood glucose concentration using laboratory reference
systems is impractical.
Glucose can be measured on either whole blood or on plasma/serum. Whole blood

generally gives a lower glucose concentration than plasma/serum as a result of the
higher water content of plasma (93% water) compared with erythrocytes (73% water).
When glucose is reported based onwhole blood, a multiplier of 1.1 is recommended to
convert to the plasma/serum glucose concentration.84,85

The glucose molecule cannot be measured directly, and as a result 3 main methods
have been developed to determine the concentration of glucose in a sample: reducing
methods, condensation methods, and enzymatic methods. Because of problems with
reducing and condensation methods, nearly all modern glucose measurements use
indirect enzymatic methods.
Most reference laboratoriesuse theenzymehexokinase inassessingglucoseconcen-

trations. Hexokinase catalyzes the reaction between glucose and adenosine triphos-
phate, thereby phosphorylating glucose into glucose 6-phosphate. Subsequently, the
enzyme glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, in the presence of nicotinamide adenine
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dinucleotide (NAD), oxidizes glucose 6-phosphate to reducedNAD (NADH) and 6-phos-
phogluconate. NADH can then be measured spectrophotometrically.86

Point-of-Care Glucose Monitoring

Blood glucose concentration testing using point-of-care glucose meters is the main-
stay of monitoring for human diabetics, and is becoming increasingly popular amongst
the owners of diabetic dogs and cats. The greatest advance came in the late 1980s
with the development of portable glucose meters that use either photometric or elec-
trochemical methods. These meters use enzyme systems specific for glucose, called
oxidoreductases, the most common being glucose oxidase and glucose dehydroge-
nase. In addition, they also contain coenzymes, mediator systems, and indicators. The
specific oxidoreductase, mediator, coenzymes, and indicators used vary with the indi-
vidual glucose meter. To quantify the concentration of glucose in the sample, 2 main
technologies are used: either a photometric or an electrochemical technique. In
general, oxidation of glucose via a specific oxidoreductase, in the presence of coen-
zymes, generates electrons that are transferred to a mediator molecule, an organic or
inorganic chemical that can alternate between an oxidized and reduced state (accept
or donate electrons). These mediator molecules are then capable of donating elec-
trons to either an electrode (electrochemical method) or an indicator molecule, which
forms a color (photometric method).87 Electrochemical methods contain either
glucose oxidase or glucose dehydrogenase, and most commonly rely on hexacyano-
ferrate III/hexacyanoferrate II as the mediator system, generating an electric current
that is calibrated to measure the concentration of glucose in the specimen. Most
photometric methods use glucose oxidase and rely on the generation of hydrogen
peroxide (mediator), similar to the technique used in colorimetric test strips. In
contrast, the light reflected off the test strip is not measured by a reflectance meter,
but rather generates an electric current after contact with a photodetector.88

Until recently, most portable glucose meters available for use on veterinary patients
were intended for human use and so their validation was based on human blood. They
assume a constant and unchanging relationship between plasma and whole blood,
with erythrocytes and plasma each containing 50% of glucose. This distribution is
not uniform across all species. Dogs have 12.5% and 87.5% of glucose in erythrocytes
and plasma, respectively, and the disparity is even greater in cats (7% and 93%,
respectively).89 Because portable glucose meters typically evaluate plasma glucose
after separation of erythrocytes from plasma, use of a human glucose meter on canine
or feline blood often underestimates the true glucose concentration. Veterinary-use
glucose meters have now been developed that provide more accurate results for cat
and dog blood. Veterinary glucose meters available at the time of writing include the
AlphaTRAK meter (Abbott Laboratories, Abbot Park, IL), the g-Pet meter (Woodley
Equipment Company Ltd., Horwich United Kingdom), and the i-Pet meter (UltiCare
Inc., St. Paul, MN). The AlphaTRAKmeter has been evaluated in dogs, cats, and horses
and the results have been published.90–92 The manufacturers of the g-Pet and i-Pet
meters provide comparable results for their products, although these have not been
published in the peer-reviewed literature.93,94 In all species, there is high correlation,
accuracy, and precision between the AlphaTRAK meter and the reference method.
In comparison, human glucose meters typically give significantly lower results
compared with the AlphaTRAK and reference method in cats and dogs.90–92

The AlphaTRAK meter offers several advantages over the other veterinary glucom-
eters, most notably the small sample size required to obtain a glucose measurement.
The AlphaTRAK meter requires only 0.3 mL of blood,90–92 whereas the g-Pet and i-Pet
each require 1.5 mL.93,94 The smaller sample size means that an adequate sample
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volume is more reliably obtained from capillary sampling in veterinary patients,
reducing or eliminating the need for venipuncture. This is especially important in indi-
viduals at risk for anemia from frequent venipuncture including feline patients in inten-
sive care and pediatric patients. Capillary sampling is also essential for at-home
continuous glucose monitoring, as owners must obtain blood samples to calibrate
the system.

Interstitial and Plasma Glucose Relationships

An understanding of the relationship between interstitial and plasma glucose is essen-
tial to understanding the accuracy and limitations of devices. However, this topic is still
under debate. The most commonly recognized model to explain interstitial-plasma
glucose relationships is a 2-compartment model in which the capillary wall separating
the plasma from the interstitial fluid acts as a barrier to the diffusion of glucose.95,96

The interstitial glucose concentration in this model depends on the rate of diffusion
across the capillary membrane, and the rate of glucose clearance from the intersti-
tium. Glucose clearance from the interstitial space depends on insulin-mediated
uptake by the surrounding cells, with a clearance rate proportional to the concentra-
tion of glucose in the interstitium and the rate of uptake by cells. If the rate of glucose
uptake by surrounding cells is negligible and the diffusion rate between the plasma
and interstitium is constant, a steady-state relationship will exist between interstitial
and plasma glucose concentrations. Whether glucose uptake by the surrounding
tissues is truly negligible is an area of debate, but, in general, there is a consensus
that it is a steady-state relationship between plasma and interstitial glucose.95,96

Despite this steady-state relationship, diffusion of glucose from the plasma into the
interstitial space is not immediate, and a corresponding lag phase exists between
rapid changes in blood and interstitial glucose. Rapid changes in blood glucose
concentration lead to corresponding changes in interstitial glucose, but with a delay
of between 5 and 12 minutes in dogs.79,96 Similar results have been identified in
cats, with a lag time of approximately 11 minutes after an intravenous bolus of
glucose.55 Diffusion of glucose from the interstitium into the sensor may also affect
the lag phase; however, available continuous glucose monitoring systems have digital
filters designed to compensate for this delay.

Continuous Glucose Monitoring System Technology

Available systems use similar technology to portable blood glucose monitoring
devices; glucose in the subcutaneous tissue is oxidized to gluconic acid and hydrogen
peroxide. The latter is oxidized and donates electrons to the working electrode, which
generates an electrochemical signal proportional to the concentration of glucose in
the interstitial fluid.55,59 Most current systems use electrochemical sensors implanted
in the subcutaneous space and, to date, this remains the primary technology in the
MiniMed Gold and Guardian Real-Time systems, as well as the i-Pro, Seven Plus (Dex-
com, San Diego, CA), and FreeStyle Navigator (Abbott Diabetes Care, Alameda CA),
all of which have been approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). More
recently, a microdialysis system, GlucoDay, has been evaluated and approved for use
in Europe, but is not yet FDA approved. Only the MiniMed Gold, Guardian Real-Time,
and GlucoDay systems have been evaluated in veterinary patients.52–56,58,60,81,97

All sensor-based systems have multiple components: a glucose monitor that
records data, a sterile single-use sensor, and a communication device for data down-
load. In addition, wireless devices utilize a transmitter to distribute information from
the sensor to the monitor. Each sensor is embedded in a split needle system to allow
introduction into the subcutaneous space, and once in place, the needle is withdrawn;
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the gauge of the needle varies with the individual system (Table 1). The sensor
consists of an electroenzymatic 3-electrode cell that maintains a constant potential
of 0.6 V between the working and reference electrodes. The sensor is enclosed in flex-
ible tubing and contains a side window that exposes the working electrode to the
subcutaneous space. A polyurethane membrane that is glucose diffusion limited,
maintains a linear relationship between glucose concentration and sensor current,
and covers the working electrode in the side window.55,59 All reactions take place
within the sensor and occur within the body.
In contrast, microdialysis-based systems use an implantable microdialysis fiber

facilitating diffusion of interstitial fluid into the fiber, which is then carried to a central
processing unit/monitoring device. The reaction that provides an estimate of blood
glucose concentration is the same, but all reactions take place outside the body.56
SPECIFIC CONTINUOUS GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEMS

See Table 1 for specific information regarding the available continuous glucose moni-
toring systems.

What is Available?

Currently, many systems have been approved for use throughout the world; however,
only 3 systems have been clinically evaluated in dogs and cats: the MiniMed Gold; the
Guardian Real-Time; and the GlucoDay. The Guardian Real-Time has effectively
replaced the MiniMed Gold; however, this system is still in use and will likely continue
to be in the near future. It consists of an electrochemical sensor that is inserted
subcutaneously, to which a transmitting device is attached. This delivers data wire-
lessly to the monitor for review and storage (Fig. 5). Data can then be downloaded
off the monitor.55 In addition, the FDA has recently approved the i-Pro for use. The
i-Pro and Guardian Real-Time use the same electrochemical sensor; however, the
wireless transmitter used with the Guardian Real-Time is replaced with a recording
device for data storage with the i-Pro.98 There is no real-time display with the i-Pro,
but it does allow for retrospective analysis. The Seven Plus and FreeStyle Navigator
may also be applicable; however, they are yet to be evaluated in veterinary patients.
These systems have similarities but there are also important differences that may
affect the purchasing decision. Ultimately decisions should be based on individual
needs.

Display/Recording

Continuous glucose monitoring systems can be divided based on their technology as
previously discussed but also based on the display and recording type.
The MiniMed Gold and GlucoDay are wired systems, meaning the sensor or micro-

dialysis fiber is directly connected to the recording device or processing
unit.52–54,56,58,60,81,97 The GlucoDay system is technically wireless as it can transmit
wirelessly to a computer; however, the dialysis fiber is directly attached to the pro-
cessing unit and thus animals must wear this even when in a hospital cage. The
Guardian Real-Time, Seven Plus, and FreeStyle Navigator all function wirelessly,
transmitting data to a monitor for storage and download.55,99,100 A wireless device
such as the Guardian Real-Time is more practical for hospitalized cats and dogs as
the monitor can be placed outside the cage without the inconvenience of a connecting
cable. In the home setting, even a wireless system requires attachment to the patient
as the maximum transmitting distances are relatively short.



Tab e 1
Sp ifications of available continuous glucose monitoring systems

MiniMed Golda Guardian Real-Timeb i-Proc GlucoDayd FreeStyle Navigatore Seven Plusf

Co pany Medtronic Medtronic Medtronic Menarini Diagnostics Abbott Dexcom

Av lability FDA approved,
no longer
manufactured

FDA approved FDA approved EU approved, not
FDA approved

FDA approved FDA approved

Ev uated in
v terinary
p tients

Yes Yes No Yes No No

Tec nology Amperometric
electrochemical
sensor; glucose
oxidase

Amperometric
electrochemical
sensor; glucose
oxidase

Amperometric
electrochemical
sensor; glucose
oxidase

Amperometric
microdialysis fiber;
glucose oxidase

Amperometric
electrochemical
sensor; glucose
oxidase

Amperometric
electrochemical
sensor; glucose
oxidase

Se r/transmitter
w ight

N/A 79 g (2.8 oz) 79 g (2.8 oz) N/A 13.61 g (0.48 oz) 6.7 g (0.24 oz)

Tra smitter/sensor
s e (L � W � H)

N/A 4.2� 3.6� 0.9 cm
(1.64� 1.4� 0.37 in)

4.2� 3.6� 0.9 cm
(1.64� 1.4� 0.37 in)

N/A 5.2 � 3.1 � 1.1 cm
(2.5� 1.23� 0.43 in)

3.8 � 2.3 � 1.0 cm
(1.5 � 0.9 � 0.4 in)

Mo itor weight 113 g (4 oz) 114 g (4 oz) N/A 245 g (8.6 oz) 100 g (3.5 oz) 100 g (3.5 oz)

Mo itor size
( � W � H)

9.1 � 2.3 � 7.1 cm
(3.6 � 0.9 � 2.8 in)

8.1 � 2.0 � 5.1 cm
(3.2 � 0.8 � 2 in)

N/A 11 � 2.5 � 7.5 cm
(4.3 � 1 � 3 in)

8.1 � 2.0 � 5.1 cm
(2.5 � 3.2 � 0.9 in)

11.4 � 5.8 � 2.2 cm
(4.5� 2.3� 0.85 in)

Re rding range 40–400 mg/dL
(2.2–22.2 mmol/L)

40–400 mg/dL
(2.2–22.2 mmol/L)

40–400 mg/dL
(2.2–22.2 mmol/L)

20–600 mg/dL
(1.1–33.3 mmol/L)

40–400 mg/dL
(2.2–22.2 mmol/L)

40–400 mg/dL
(2.2–22.2 mmol/L)

Re -time display No Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Re ospective
a alysis

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Wireless
transmission

No Yes No Yes Yes Yesa

Wireless
transmission
range

N/A 23 m (10 feet) N/A N/A 3 m (10 feet) 1.5 m (5 feet)

Sensor needle
insertion size

24 gauge 22 gauge (Sof-sensor)
27 gauge (Enlite

sensor)

24 gauge 18 gauge 21 gauge 26 gauge

Sensor life 72 h 72 h (Sof-sensor)
144 h (Enlite sensor)

72 h (Sof-sensor)
144 h (Enlite sensor)

48 h 120 h 168 h

Sensor
initialization
period

1 h 2 h 1 h 1 h 2 h 2 h

Calibration 2–3 times per 24 h 2 h after insertion,
within the next
6 h, then every 12 h

1 and 3 h after
insertion, then
minimum of once
every 12 h

Minimum of 1 time
point per 48 h, 2 if
used in real time

10 h after insertion,
within the next
2–4 h, then every
12 h

2 calibrations, 2 h
after insertion,
then every 12 h

Recording
frequency

Data collected every
10 s, mean value
reported every
5 min

Data collected every
10 s, mean value
reported every
5 min

Data collected every
10 s, mean value
reported every
5 min

Data collected every
1 s, mean value
reported every
3 min

Data collected every
10 s, mean value
reported every
5 min

Data collected every
10 s, mean value
reported every
5 min

a Product specifications.108
b Product specifications.55,109
c Product specifications.98
d Product specifications.56
e Product specifications.110
f Product specifications.111
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Fig. 5. The Guardian Real-Time continuous glucose monitoring system. From left to right:
monitor, wireless transmitter, and electrochemical sensor.
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The MiniMed Gold and i-Pro systems function retrospectively, meaning they store
data that must be downloaded to a computer for analysis.52–54,58,81,97,98 Clinical
recommendations must therefore be delayed until the data can be retrospectively
evaluated. Retrospective evaluation is advantageous in the home setting as owners
are unable to visualize blood glucose results, reducing the likelihood they will alter
treatment without consulting a veterinarian. These devices are not suitable for anes-
thetized or sick patients, as there is no real-time display to guide treatment. The
Guardian Real-Time, Seven Plus, FreeStyle Navigator, and GlucoDay also record
data but use a real-time display for immediate analysis of blood glucose data.55,78

Summary

� To replace or augment routine home or hospital blood glucose concentration
monitoring, a continuous glucose monitoring system, with or without a real-
time display, is appropriate, because the insulin dose can then be adjusted
based on multiple readings.

� In anesthetized or sick patients, a real-time display is required; therefore the
Guardian Real-Time or GlucoDay are the only systems applicable that have
been evaluated in veterinary patients (others are available but have not been
evaluated in veterinary patients).

� Wireless or wired devices are both practical options, although the wireless
device is preferred in hospitalized cats and dogs.

PLACEMENT STRATEGIES AND PATIENT TOLERANCE

Placement and attachment of the various continuous glucose monitoring systems
require that a site is chosen, clipped, and prepped for insertion of the sensor or dialysis
fiber. Application of a small quantity of adhesive glue or suture can aid attachment of
the sensor and reduce or eliminate the requirement for bandaging. Theoretically,
implantation can be performed in any region that has sufficient subcutaneous space.
The most commonly used sites are the flank, lateral thorax, and intrascapular
region.53,55,58,101 The most reliable site for placement of the Medtronic Guardian
Real-Time sensor has been shown to be dorsal neck in cats, and the same is likely
true for dogs.102 For the GlucoDay system, a higher rate of microdialysis fiber collapse
was reported in the intrascapular region than the lateral thoracic region.56 However,
collapse was attributed to the bandage technique; the use of only a protective coating
rather than a firm bandage eliminated fiber collapse.56

The MiniMed Gold and Guardian Real-Time devices have been evaluated for in-
hospital and at-home use in multiple studies, with few instances of adverse reaction.
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Early studies evaluated animals in both the home and hospital setting, using the wired
system. Placement of the sensor resulted in minimal discomfort, no irritation or inflam-
mation at the site of attachment, and no abnormal behaviors, such as chewing, rolling,
or biting, as reported by owners and clinical staff.58,59 Some mild discomfort during
removal of the sensor and associated redness was reported, likely related to the adhe-
sive that was applied to attach the sensor to the skin.58,59 A second study evaluating
16 diabetic cats in the hospital environment revealed similar results with no evidence
of irritation at the site of sensor placement in any cat on any occasion. However, 1/16
patients removed the sensor after 12 hours, and 2/16 cats kinked the sensor during
recording, requiring placement of a second sensor.54

More recently, the wireless Guardian Real-Time system has been evaluated; the
patients were required to wear the sensor and a small transmitter, but not the
monitor.55 This was also the largest sample size evaluated, with 39 diseased cats
and 5 healthy cats. These cats showed no signs of irritation or abnormal behavior,
and no signs of skin irritation or reaction.55 This system may be preferable as the
monitor is the largest piece of equipment, and not wearing the monitor means that
less material is required to secure the system, improving tolerance and compliance.
This advantage only applies in the hospital setting, because the transmitting distance
is only 3 m. Use of this system in the home environment would require patients to wear
the monitor, as with wired systems.
The i-Pro system eliminates the need for patients to wear the monitor, because

there is no wireless transmitter; the data are stored directly on the recording device.
This dramatically reduces the size of the system that must be attached to the patient,
even when used in the home environment.98 This could facilitate a more simplified
process for attaching the system to the patient, and improve patient tolerance. There
are as yet no reports of the use of this system in veterinary medicine, but it would be
ideal for at-home use.
As with standard in-hospital and at-home monitoring, critically ill patients tolerate

the continuous glucose monitoring systems well.52 The only adverse event seen
was mild bleeding at the time of sensor insertion, which stopped with the application
of direct pressure. No systems had to be removed because of irritation, pain, bleeding,
or infection.52 Although uncommonly reported in the literature, in our experience some
cats succeed in removing the sensor despite bandaging. With small systems such as
the Guardian Real-Time or i-Pro, the sensor can be taped in place to prevent removal
(Fig. 6).
Fig. 6. Adhesive bandage tape used to secure the Guardian Real-Time sensor/transmitting
device in a cat that repeatedly attempted to remove it despite standard bandaging.
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Microdialysis-based systems such as the GlucoDay are also well tolerated, with
limited adverse reactions. In the 2 veterinary studies evaluating this, 4/6 healthy and
3/10 diabetic dogs showed mild agitation/shaking after placement. In addition, 0/6
healthy and 4/10 diabetic dogs showedmild erythema after removal of the fiber, which
soon resolved.56,60 This system is yet to be clinically evaluated in cats, but the large
processing unit may limit its use.

Summary

� The most suitable location for placement of the Medtronic Guardian Real-Time
sensor is the dorsal neck, whereas the lateral thorax is preferred for the GlucoDay
system.

� All systems are generally well tolerated, with no differences reported.
� Newer more compact systems like the i-Pro are likely to improve patient toler-
ance and minimize adverse reactions, because they require less bandaging,
leading to greater patient comfort. This has not yet been clinically evaluated in
veterinary patients.
SENSOR LIFESPAN/STABILITY

All systems use the same enzymatic reaction to estimate the blood glucose concentra-
tionbasedon interstitial glucoseconcentration. TheMiniMedGold,GuardianReal-Time,
i-Pro, Seven Plus, and FreeStyle Navigator are sensor based, whereas the GlucoDay is
microdialysis based. Although both technologies are sufficiently accurate for clinical
use, some advocate the use of microdialysis fibers to harvest interstitial fluid over the
use of implantable sensors.56,60 The rationale is based on separation of the dialysis fiber
from thebiosensor so that all reactive substances andwasteproducts suchashydrogen
peroxide remain external to the body. As a result, they cannot diffuse into the
surrounding tissues, eliminating contact with inflammatory cells and serum proteins,
which can cause degradation/biofouling of the implanted material. In theory, this can
interfere with the performance of the sensor.103 Others argue that the short insertion
time of only 48 to 72 hours for sensors currently available negates the effect of
biofouling.104,105

Each sensor/dialysis fiber hasa lifespan, afterwhich time itmust be replaced. The time
varies with the individual sensor. The dialysis fiber used in the GlucoDay system has
a lifespan of approximately 48 hours.56 With regard to the Guardian Real-Time and
i-Pro, sensor technology has recently changed. The original Sof-sensor (Medtronic,
Northridge, CA) had a lifespan of 72 hours, whereas the new Enlite sensor (Medtronic,
Northridge,CA) hasa lifespanof 144hours.55,106,107 At theendof the initial 72hourmoni-
toring period using the Guardian Real-Time system, the monitor will prompt the user to
change the sensor. Rather than placing a new sensor, the transmitter can be reattached
to the original sensor, and the system restarted to allow a further 72 hours ofmonitoring,
although sensor accuracy subjectivelymay decrease after 48 hours. Thiswould theoret-
ically provide more data and contribute more information to help better guide treatment
decisions.

Summary

� Microdialysis technology may prove advantageous in that performance may be
less affected by inflammation/tissue reaction; however, head-to-head compari-
sons have not been performed in veterinary medicine to determine clinically rele-
vant superiority in short-term use.
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� With the development of the Enlite sensor, the Guardian Real-Time and i-Pro now
provide the option of continuous monitoring for 144 hours.
INITIALIZATION/CALIBRATION

Despite the continuous measurement of interstitial glucose, all monitors must be cali-
brated daily to ensure accurate results. Calibration can be performed with venous
blood obtained via venipuncture or via a capillary prick. Because of the species differ-
ences in glucose homeostasis/concentrations, a veterinary glucose meter should be
used for calibration if possible. There is a lag of approximately 10 to 15 minutes
between blood and interstitial glucose concentrations, therefore it is important to
avoid calibration whenever the glucose concentration is changing rapidly, such as
during excitement or struggling. If calibration is necessary when the blood glucose
concentration is changing rapidly, it is recommended that calibration be repeated
once the blood glucose concentration has stabilized.
With real-time continuous glucose monitors, human patients are encouraged to cali-

brate before meals, at bedtime, and not within the first few hours after insulin admin-
istration to avoid periods of rapidly changing glucose concentrations. Real-time
systems incorporate directional arrows on the monitor advising the user as to the
direction and rate of change of the blood glucose concentration. The manufacturers
advise not to calibrate if indicator arrows are showing on their device. For the Guardian
Real-time, 1 arrow indicates a change of 18–36 mg/dL (1 to 2 mmol/L) in the last 20
minutes, and 2 arrows represent > 36mg/dL (2 or more mmol/L) in the last 20 minutes.
With units that do not provide real-time display, such as the i-Pro, because the calibra-
tion glucose measurements are inputted into the program after the data is down-
loaded, having the blood glucose stable at the time of testing is not as important,
because a different algorithm is used for calibration of the i-Pro compared with the
real-time continuous glucose monitors.
In cats, consumption of a low carbohydrate diet is unlikely to cause rapid changes in

glucose concentration. Glucose concentrations can change rapidly in some cats after
insulin administration, depending on the insulin used and the individual cat, and after
hypoglycemia during a Somogyi event. In most diabetic cats, the blood glucose
concentration is likely to be most stable just before each insulin injection and feeding.
Because the pre-insulin blood glucose concentration is also used for adjustment of
dose for long-acting insulin, it would be of most benefit to measure blood glucose
at this time, and use the value for calibration. For real-time units, this would provide
quality control for the glucose concentrations that are important for dosing decisions;
and for retrospective units being using for at-home blood glucose monitoring, it would
help to prevent an inappropriately high dose of insulin being administered when the
blood glucose concentration is within or less than the normal range.
For the MiniMed Gold and Guardian Real-Time systems, calibration must be per-

formed once within the first 2 hours, with further calibration varying according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations.59,97,101 For the MiniMed Gold, 3 calibrations per
24-hour period are recommended, although there are no significant differences in
glucose estimates when calibrated 2 versus 3 times daily in veterinary patients. As
a result, the MiniMed Gold could be used with only twice daily calibration, rather
than according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.52 The manufacturer of the
Guardian Real-Time recommends recalibration after 6 hours, and then 2 calibrations
per 24-hour period.55

Manufacturer recommendations for the GlucoDay system recommend 1 or 2 cali-
brations per 48-hour period with the first performed 1 to 2 hours after placement. A
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study of varying calibration schemes in healthy dogs found that 2 calibrations, once at
the beginning and again at the end of the observation period, provided the most accu-
rate results.56 There was no advantage to more frequent calibration.56,60

All these calibrations are performed prospectively during the recording period. The
i-Pro manufacturer recommends calibration at 1 and 3 hours after insertion, then 2
times per 12 hours. In contrast to other available systems, the blood glucose concen-
tration and time it was measured are entered retrospectively at the end of the
recording period, which may prove advantageous, because it would simplify the
process when calibration is performed by nursing staff or owners.98,100

As with all continuous glucose monitoring systems, more frequent calibration often
provides superior accuracy. It is possible that fewer calibrations per day may be
adequate for various systems, but with the exception of the MiniMed Gold and Gluco-
Day systems, this has not yet been tested in veterinary patients.
In addition to the frequency of calibration needed to obtain accurate results, the

ability to perform the initial calibration can sometimes be an issue. The MiniMed
Gold, Guardian Real-Time, and i-Pro systems have a range of 40 to 400 mg/dL
(2.2–22.2 mmol/L)55,59,97,98,101; values outside this range are not reported. The Gluco-
Day has a wider range of 20 to 600 mg/dL (1.1–33.3 mmol/L).56 When the initial blood
glucose concentrations are outside this range, the manufacturers recommend delay-
ing sensor insertion until the blood glucose is within range. In our experience, the
Guardian Real-Time sensor can still be inserted and the system initialized even
when the blood glucose concentration is outside this range. In hyperglycemic patients
with blood glucose concentrations greater than 400 mg/dL (>22.2 mmol/L), calibration
with a value of 400 mg/dL (22.2 mmol/L) allows for operation of the device. The
specific readings will not be accurate, but trends can still be observed. For example,
a patient with an initial blood glucose concentration of 580 mg/dL (32.2 mmol/L),
which is outside the range for the MiniMed Gold and Guardian Real-Time systems,
could be calibrated using 400 mg/dL (22.2 mmol/L) as the initial value. The system
can then be used to ensure therapy is having the desired effect as represented by
a gradual decrease in the glucose readings. Visualizing this decrease would eliminate
the need to perform frequent blood sampling, as the trend is reliable. Because of the
fairly linear relationship between plasma and interstitial glucose levels, once the
display reads 184 mg/dL (10.2 mmol/L), the blood glucose concentration can be
assumed to have decreased to approximately 400 mg/dL (22.2 mmol/L), and can
be verified using a portable glucose meter. Once the blood glucose concentration is
within range, the system can be recalibrated and subsequent values deemed
accurate.
The working range of these systems is not a practical limitation in the clinical setting.

For treatment decisions, it is usually sufficient to know that an animal’s glucose
concentration is less than 40 mg/dL (<2.2 mmol/L) or greater than 400 mg/dL
(>22.2 mmol/L). Direct blood glucose measurements can be performed if a more
accurate result is required.

Summary

� Calibration should be avoided when a rapid change in blood glucose concentra-
tion is anticipated, or when directional arrows are showing on the monitor.

� The GlucoDay system has a wider working range than the MiniMed Gold and
Guardian Real-Time systems and so can be accurately calibrated in hypergly-
cemic animals (up to 600 mg/dL, 33.3 mmol/L).

� The reduced frequency of calibration (2 calibrations/48 hours), while maintaining
accuracy, is a substantial advantage of the GlucoDay system compared with the
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MiniMed Gold and Guardian Real-Time systems (2–3 calibrations/24 hours),
primarily when calibration is inconvenient, for example at night and in the
home setting.
SUMMARY

More information is needed regarding the accuracy and usefulness of continuous
glucose monitoring systems for anesthetized patients; as yet, their use in monitoring
nondiabetic patients with altered glucose homeostasis has not been evaluated. The
Guardian Real-Time system is a versatile monitoring system because its real-time
display means that it can be used in all settings. It is likely to be better tolerated
due to its small size and wireless nature. The samemay apply to the GlucoDay system;
however, it may be less ideal for small patients or in-hospital use because patients
must wear the dialysis fiber and processing unit. The i-Pro has yet to be investigated
in veterinary patients, but may be the most advantageous system for at-home moni-
toring because of its small size, lack of a monitor, and retrospective analysis.
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